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About This Game

Yargis is a fast paced, top down spaceship shooter inspired by star control, subspace and similar titles. Customize your ship to
join a battle online or offline. Yargis is 5d3b920ae0
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realy fun game but easy campaign. I played a few levels but wasn't really having any fun. I nnever tried multiplayer, but as an
indie game that likely didn't sell too many copies, I'd imagine it's dead and not something that should even be considered for the
purchase. Even when they put it 90% off during every sale so it's $1, I can't really recommend it unless you think it looks fun.
You'd probably get an hour or so of fun out of it, but there are certainly better games for that price out there.. Great game, very
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fun!. Yargis is a very nice game and it has e very helpful developer,it has much wapeons and in game items (so there are many
ways to customize your ship). The developer is going to give this game new updates also, its a indie game and has a great
campain,.. It's a fun, arcadey, shoot em' up, with many different modes of play, such as the solo Story Missions (recommended
to play these first to get a feel for the game), and plenty of multiplayer modes, with the usuals, of deathmatch, team deathmatch,
ctf, base conquer, and attack/defend modes. There's also a plethora of upgrade items for your ship as you level it up, stronger
and unique weapons, better engines for faster movement, utility items for tighter movement control and longer boost time,
faster energy recharge, larger enrgy pool, force shields etc, and armor upgrades that reduce damage taken and increase your HP.
As stated in other "reviews", there isn't much going with multiplayer right now, but the game was just released a week ago. If
you tell people to avoid this game, there won't be a player base for your multiplayer that you seem to want so badly. Controls in
the game can seem a bit quirky, but the controls can be remapped however you want them. Better controller support is also
going to happen soon, or so i was told by the dev. And just for fun, here's a video of some of my gameplay in a few of the
multiplayer modes.. This game is quite boring and feels dated, but without the magic of the classics. There is a rumor that one or
more of the creators is suffering from what I have heard called "reverse telescoping microbenis syndrome" and it really shows in
the gameplay.. this should be in an arcade not on steam.

Better Help : This update improves the manual to make level editing easier. Let us know what you think.. Update - Improved
Single Player Graphics : We have been working at improving the graphics on the single player levels. Let us know what you
think of the updates so far. We are continuing to improve Yargis. We have added bigger and more exciting particles and effects.
Also we have made it easier to add enemies in the Level editor (included in Yargis).. Better Help : This update improves the
manual to make level editing easier. Let us know what you think.. Merry Christmas! : Enjoy our Christmas themed level!. $100
Steam Card Yargis Tournament : Earn a $100 USD Steam Gift Card in the Yargis Tournament.
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